OUTLINES BUILDING PROGRAM IN TALK TO ALUMNI CLUBS

FATHER WALSH SPEAKS OVER RADIO IN NOTRE DAME NIGHT FEATURE

Notre Dame's first "University Night," to be broadcast on WRUN in the near future, will be the result of the first attempt to attract alumni for a night of meetings at which Notre Dame clubs and organizations will be asked to pay a share of the expenses involved.

The program will be presented under the auspices of the Notre Dame Alumni Association and the Notre Dame Club of Chicago.

The program will be held in the gymnasium and will feature a talk by the president of the university, the Rev. Harold J. Walmsley, on the history and development of the university and the present state of its affairs.

The talks will be followed by a half-hour discussion period, during which time the students and faculty members will have an opportunity to ask questions and express their opinions on the matters discussed.

The program will conclude with a musical performance by the Notre Dame Glee Club, under the direction of Dr. Thomas A. North, the director of the music department.

REGISTRATION IN COMMERCE SCHOOL FOR 1924-5 BEGIN
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Read Requiem Mass for William Dockman

Solemn requiem mass for the repose of the soul of William A. Dockman of Baltimore, university alumnus, who died last Friday in an automobile accident, was to be read at 6:15 o'clock this morning in Sacred Heart Church, Baltimore.

Dockman had returned to his alma mater for the annual registration meeting and was returning to his home in Baltimore when the accident occurred on the Greenlee, Ky. The university was notified of his death by his brother, William H. Dockman of Holyoke, Mass., who is on the university faculty. The brother informed the university that the body would be deposited in the box in the library of the church. Attention of the students is called to the Mass for late registration.

Freshmen Program Ready

The freshmen program is already arranged, but all upper classmen are asked to request their advisor here choosing their electives for next year.

Notre Dame athletes figured prominently today in the opening relay carnival, the Irish quarterback, who in the late evening, for the Ross, Notre Dame's star pick on the grid, is Notre Dame's star pick on the grid.

Barr, of Notre Dame, qualified for the 440 meters dash when he took second place in his heat today, while Frank M. Millington, also of Notre Dame, lost his shot which was hung by Hart, of Nebraska. The Californian star put the 48 feet, 1-2-3 in his heat of the 100-yard high hurdles.

The final score of the afternoon was Charles Puckett's 440-meter dash, while Frank Millington lost his heat of the 100 yards. The Californian star tied his own record of 43.01 in this event.

Change Is Made in Program For Prom

The pre-prom dance of the afternoon was at 7:30 o'clock, and the evening dance was at 9:30 o'clock.

Notre Dame athletes were the winners of the three games which were played, and the winning aggregation was not seen in action this afternoon.
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The answers revolved around one-fourth of the students.

between Covers

CONRAD AND THE REPORTERS
By Christopher Morley, Doubleday, Page & Co.

This is a little book written by Christopher Morley and published for book lovers and friends and lovers of Conrad. Only eight hundred and fifteen copies were printed and the type has been distributed. The original appeared in the New York Evening Post in May, 1933, after Mr. Conrad's arrival in his adopted country.

As Mr. Morley says himself, "The spirit of the adventure is in the collision between Conrad and the reporters." Mr. Morley was one of the special interviewers to Mr. Conrad as he came up the New York Harbor on the "Tuscania" last spring and in his delightful advertising manner, he ceremony to tell us all that the novelist's experience with the reporters and the photographers, who formed his "team," in the matter of interviewing was a unique experience for the reporters to be "armed" with a delightfully ambiguous mind and out of the photographs, he says, "one does not know one speaks.

New York harbor, the famous skyline, and a few sullen vessels floating under the lamps of the gigantic Tuscans are all commented on interestingly. Some of Conrad's fellow-passengers receive far worse than to be made part of the story, and Captain David Don of the "Tuscania." Mr. Henry Fox and Mr. Conrad were cabin mates on the trip "and had found themselves to be kindred spirits." Captain Bob and Mr. Conrad had been friends for many years and in a spirit at the thought of Mr. Conrad, "in the exhilaration of finding kindred spirits." Mr. Conrad and the Tuscans were companions and a congenial company, sitting up until o'clock every night, as particularly Mr. Conrad copy of "The Brass- covered" and "The Nigger," and then he found Mr. Conrad's advice, saying that he had some thought of leaving the sea to take up literary journalism. Conrad's answer gives a few and interesting insight into his attitude toward himself. With his fine eyes for the inspiration he was compelled to dessert. "Stick to the ship. If I had known that writing would take me away from the sea I would never have published a line."

The reporters find Mr. Conrad a great subject for their questions but some of the stories in the paper baggs is all. In this manuscript, we know that his favorite book "Depended on the day." The book concludes with a chapter by Mr. Morley on the sale of some of Mr. Conrad's first manuscripts. Some of these figures are amusing when one considers that the author is still living and his books, unfortunately, comparatively little read. At this auction Almasy Polly went for $5.50; An Outcast of the Islands, $4.10; The Nigger of the Narcissus, $4.50; The Pro- nounced, $4.25. (In DS. pages of manuscript), $1.10; Youth, $2.30; Typhoon, $5.50; Nostromo, $9.50; The Secret Agent, $2.90; Under Western Eyes, $6.90; Chance, $6.60; Victory, $8.10. Last, that same evening Under Western Eyes was sold again to an ancient reader, Doctor Rupert Brooke, and the Nigger! In all this collection we can't help but think of the manuscript of "Lend me your head! This manuscript not available, or is it in that there are three collections after all?—F. H.
Varsity Wins Four of Six Games in South; Ash And Dunne Suffer Injuries

McGrath pitched for the hosts and had the Kentucky collegians down in four scattered hits. Nolan counted three safeties and Furrell scored with a four base hit. Both Ash and Dunne came to bat only once before being injured and both were credited with a hit. Notre Dame 820 004 133--13 14
Transylvania 000 000 010--1 4 6
Batteries--McGrath and Silver; Thompson, Rogers and Gilelden.

Notre Dame, 3; Kentucky Wesleyan, 1.

In one of the best games seen this season in Lexington, Notre Dame defeated Kentucky Wesleyan, 3 to 2, Friday, April 18. The date was originally scheduled called for a game with Centre college but because of a muddy ground the encounter was canceled. Dyer of the hosts and Young of the Kentucky collegians staged a pitching duel in which the Terrier mound- man had the better of the argument by six strikeouts. The opposition was unable to find Dyer's delivery after the first frame in which the Panthers garnered their two runs.

\[\text{Notre Dame: } 000 000 000--2 6 5 \text{ Transylvania...} 000 010 100--7 3 9\]
Batteries--Dawes and Silver; Powell and O'neal.

Cass-Carson, 6; Notre Dame, 4.

The Terriers suffered their second straight defeat against non-conference opposition. Coach Keenan's line-up scored nine runs, seven of which were forced on nine hits by Dawes and Silver. The Terriers won only one base on error.

---

If you smoke a pipe

(it if you don't you ought to)

it may be worth your while to read this

You know tobacco is a vegetable; it grows out of the ground, and when it's green, it is too harsh and strong to smoke. The very best way to remove that harshness and bitterness is by thorough aging in wood. To age Velvet Tobacco in wood is expensive for us—you, very expensive, and it takes time, but it gives you a milder, cooler smoke with a finer flavor.

It's 10 to 1 you like Velvet Tobacco aged in wood.
Club Dances During Recess Attract Many

The Easter vacation was marked by successful dances held in the St. MATTHEW and St. PATRICK halls.

At Other Colleges

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY—Preparations are now being made to care for the 14,000 students who are expected to enroll in this summer session.

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY—Class of 1970 held its commencement exercises under the dome of the university.

Illinois University—Over 400 delegates are attending the national convention of the Illinois University Alumni Association.

MINNESOTA UNIVERSITY—About 120 students have signed up to appear in a play under the "big top" in the Senior circus which will be held May 16 and 17.

MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY—Special classes are being held in extra-curricular activities for juniors and seniors who were taken by the faculty.

ONTARIO UNIVERSITY—Compulsory class attendance for juniors and seniors was abolished and steps were taken by the faculty to maintain the quality of the education.

Requirements for students taking part in these extra-curricular activities are.

Twelve-five students of the freshman class face arrest and expulsion from college as a result of their attack upon the home of J. E. Shaw, in an attempt to kidnap William Shaw, sophomore. The students gave no motive for the attempt.

Iowa University—Station 1250, the college radio station, was featured in a special late night program. The station aired a variety of music for the enjoyment of the students.

NEBRASKA UNIVERSITY—Reorganizers are making good progress with the football team.

Oregon State University—The football team has been practicing for the upcoming games.

University of California—The annual spring carnival was held on the campus.

University of Michigan—The annual spring carnival was held on the campus.

University of Minnesota—The annual spring carnival was held on the campus.

University of Wisconsin—The annual spring carnival was held on the campus.
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